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Question: 1
Regarding zone types, which statement is true?
A. You cannot assign an interface to a functional zone.
B. You can specifiy a functional zone in a security policy.
C. Security zones must have a scheduler applied.
D. You can use a security zone for traffic destined for the device itself.
Answer: D
Question: 2
Which three functions are provided by JUNOS Software for security platforms? (Choose three.)
A. VPN establishment
B. stateful ARP lookups
C. Dynamic ARP inspection
D. Network Address Translation
E. inspection of packets at higher levels (Layer 4 and above)
Answer: A, D, E
Question: 3
Regarding secure tunnel (st) interfaces, which statement is true?
A. You cannot assign st interfaces to a security zone.
B. You cannot apply static NAT on an st interface logical unit.
C. st interfaces are optional when configuring a route-based VPN.
D. A static route can reference the st interface logical unit as the next-hop.
Answer: D
Question: 4
What are three benefits of using chassis clustering? (Choose three.)
A. Provides stateful session failover for sessions.
B. Increases security capabilities for IPsec sessions.
C. Provides active-passive control and data plane redundancy.
D. Enables automated fast-reroute capabilities.
E. Synchronizes configuration files and session state.
Answer: A, C, E
Question: 5
Which two statements are true regarding high-availability chassis clustering? (Choose two.)
A. A chassis cluster consists of two devices.
B. A chassis cluster consists of two or more devices.
C. Devices participating in a chassis cluster can be different models.
D. Devices participating in a chassis cluster must be the same models.
Answer: A, D
Question: 6
You have been tasked with installing two SRX 5600 platforms in a high-availability cluster. Which
requirement must be met for a successful installation?
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A. You must enable SPC detect within the configuration.
B. You must enable active-active failover for redundancy.
C. You must ensure all SPCs use the same slot placement.
D. You must configure auto-negotiation on the control ports of both devices.
Answer: C
Question: 7
Which three statements are true when working with high-availability clusters? (Choose three.)
A. The valid cluster-id range is between 0 and 255.
B. JUNOS security devices can belong to more than one cluster if cluster virtualization is enabled.
C. If the cluster-id value is set to 0 on a JUNOS security device, the device will not participate in
the cluster.
D. A reboot is required if the cluster-id or node value is changed.
E. JUNOS security devices can belong to one cluster only.
Answer: C, D, E
Question: 8
Click the Exhibit button.
*MISSING*
[edit chassis]
user@host# show
cluster {
reth-count 3;
redundancy-group 1 {
node 0 priority 1;
node 1 priority 100;
}}
When applying the configuration in the exhibit and initializing a chassis cluster, which statement is
correct?
A. Three physical interfaces are redundant.
B. You must define an additional redundancy group.
C. node 0 will immediately become primary for redundancy group 1.
D. You must issue an operational command and reboot the system for the above configuration to
take effect.
Answer: D
Question: 9
What is a redundancy group in JUNOS Software?
A. a set of chassis clusters that fail over as a group
B. a set of devices that participate in a chassis cluster
C. a set of VRRP neighbors that fail over as a group
D. a set of chassis cluster objects that fail over as a group
Answer: D
Question: 10
What is the functionality of redundant interfaces (reth) in a chassis cluster?
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A. reth interfaces are used only for VRRP.
B. reth interfaces are the same as physical interfaces.
C. reth interfaces are pseudo-interfaces that are considered the parent interface for two physical
interfaces.
D. Each cluster member has a reth interface that can be used to share session state information
with the other cluster members.
Answer: C
Question: 11
When devices are in cluster mode, which new interfaces are created?
A. No new interface is created.
B. Only the st interface is created.
C. fxp1, fab0, and fab1 are created.
D. st, fxp1, reth, fab0, and fab1 are created.
Answer: C
Question: 12
In a chassis cluster with two SRX 5800 devices, the interface ge-13/0/0 belongs to which device?
A. This interface is a system-created interface.
B. This interface belongs to node 0 of the cluster.
C. This interface belongs to node 1 of the cluster.
D. This interface will not exist because SRX 5800 devices have only 12 slots.
Answer: C
Question: 13
What are two components of the JUNOS Software architecture? (Choose two.)
A. Linux kernel
B. routing protocol daemon
C. session-based forwarding module
D. separate routing and security planes
Answer: B, C
Question: 14
What are two interfaces created when enabling a chassis cluster? (Choose two.)
A. st0
B. fxp1
C. fab0
D. reth0
Answer: B, C
Question: 15
Which statement is true regarding redundancy groups?
A. The preempt option determines the primary and secondary roles for redundancy group 0
during a failure and recovery scenario.
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